/ Review

Leapwing Audio
DynOne v2
PIPER PAYNE finds a plug-in that refreshes parts of her
audio other multibands cannot reach

I

was lucky enough to receive a very early
version of this plug-in and with the first
listening session, my expectations of a
parallel compressor and multiband
compressor were heightened. I have just
upgraded my DynOne v1 to the new version
two, a free upgrade offering some welcome
new features such as custom band linking,
lower latency, LUFS metering, A/B comparison,
presets and more. This is one of the coolest and
most useful plug-ins in my digital tool set. Most
of my mastering work is done in the analogue
domain but — once in a while — a tool comes
along that does something that no hardware
unit can.
When you first load the plug-in, from left to
right, you see Input, five set bands, and Output.
If you click the dropdown ‘Controls’ tab, you
can see the option for global controls, the
individual band adjustments, and the plug-in
settings. There, you can choose to exist in
parallel mode, stereo/multi-mono mode, and to
use either peak or RMS detection. The main
meter and the readout beneath it show both
the peak of the signal and its K-weighted
short-term loudness. When you cmd-click or
ctrl-click on the Out meter readout, it switches
to Delta mode. This shows you the difference
between Out and In loudness, so you can more
easily match loudness levels.
I often use DynOne as a plug-in instance on
the mix just before my analogue chain. Lately, it
seems that I get mixes in for mastering that

require a lot of control before they can be sent
through the analogue chain. Clipped and too
loud, they often require massaging with this
tool before I can begin. The expansion/
compression control is simple, with one slider
for the ratio, so I can try to build dynamics back
in before the analogue round-trip. Other
dynamics plug-ins require me to use a positive
range setting, but this one does it automatically,
with a fractional ratio slider for each band.

Building dynamics back in to a tune

If I need to build in more dynamics this way, I
would have a sub-1 ratio with a lower threshold
(all dependent on the content and overall level
of course) with medium fast attack and
medium releases. I wouldn’t channel-link the
stereo and I’d err on the peak detection side.
The task of building dynamics back into a
stereo mix will require me to use the bands
unlinked with subtle differences between
them, but if this is your first time with the
plug-in, there are amazingly useful presets
(some by the wonderful Bob Katz) that can
help get you started, including presets tuned
for drum buss, mix buss, mastering, melodic
(air, punch, etc).
I find DynOne best for moderate control
applications in heavier music. It can be subtle,
and if I have to, I can push the effect of it
without destroying the content. Moving the
controls sounds smooth. You almost don’t
notice you’re doing anything, until you bypass it.

I find it most useful in parallel mode while
mastering, and the auto gain feature helps me
to not overrun my calibrated levels, and makes
it easier to hear the ‘before and after’ while
bypassing. This helps me to push the perceived
level without sacrificing momentary dynamics.
You can also link the bands in the parallel level
control just for a little support across the whole
mix. Of course, if the mix needs a more heavyhanded operation, turn off the parallel mode
and go for it!
FIR — latency is fine in mastering! The filters
that Leapwing has integrated sound wonderful.
They are incredibly transparent, with fixed
centre frequencies — so that the FIR filters can
be extremely powerful and the phase response
is tuned. The ranges are — LF: Lowpass with a
cut-off at 160Hz. LMF: Bandpass with a cut-off
at 160Hz and 800Hz.
MF: Bandpass with a cut-off at 800Hz and
4kHz.
HMF: Bandpass with a cut-off at 4kHz and
11kHz.
HF: Highpass with a cut-off at 11kHz.
The plug-in does have a low-latency option
(less than 2ms) which is helpful in mixing. One
of my favourite parts of this plug-in is how
attack and release are in ranges, therefore
accommodating peak and sustained transient
control for each band. For years, I’ve been
reluctant to use multiband compressors
because of the issue with the crossover phase
alignment issues. There is no other multiband
compressor I’ve found that can do as much as
the DynOne.
Leapwing Audio is ‘on it’ with support and
integrating new options. They are also quick to
fix bugs and support all plug-in platforms, and
great communicators, with video content and a
robust tutorial blog on the website. I am not
sure where their innovation and imagination
comes from, but they are building tools that
aren’t emulations or available in the analogue
domain. That’s cool with me!
The versatility of this plug-in continues to
help me do better work and find new sounds
that I can’t implement with my analogue chain.
With the second version of the plug-in, I can
use it more often because of the easier CPU
loads. The plug-in is easy to use, and though it
seems a little different than what we may be
used to seeing, it is intuitive after you move
some sliders. There is a free trial, so give it a
shot! You won’t be disappointed.

VERDICT
PROS	Easy to use and get started, easy to see
graphically what’s happening with the
compression
CONS

Still needs a little work on the CPU
heaviness and would be better with a
safety limiter — I often have Fab filter
ProL after DynOne in my chain
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